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Perform multiple functions with one versatile machine.  Used by itself to position pallets and containers at a work 
station or to transport and stack loads to and from storage areas. It is also a perfect companion to load PalletPal load 
levelers. The Stack-n-Go can deliver and remove loads up to 3,000 lbs. quickly and easily without the expense of a 

ride-on fork truck.  The forkover design accepts handles only open bottom pallets, skids or containers.  
 
 
 
 

 
 Increased accessibility >>>>  Reduces the work station floor space required for loading and unloading 
 
 Narrow, low mast >>>>    Provides high visibility for positioning and transporting at the work station 

 
 Offset operator handle >>>>   Provides unobstructed view for safer operation and more accurate positioning  
              of loads  
 
 Infinite vertical load position >>>>  Accurate and smooth control of load height  

 
 Backup emergency stop with re-coil >>>> ‘Belly-button’ stop on control handle prevents operator from getting pinned  
 
 All controls on operator handle >>>> True operator convenience and efficiency  
 
 Accel/decel traverse speed control >>>> Provides for slow easy starts and stops. Especially helpful in confined work  

areas & in narrow aisles. Also safer when handling awkward or delicate loads.   
 
 Positive wheel locks >>>>   The Stack-n-Go locks in position whenever the handle is released by the  

operator.  
 

 Key switch ignition >>>>   For added security to prevent unauthorized use.  
 

 E-Stop on dashboard >>>>   The convenient features allows the operator to disconnect the primary power  
for added safety when working around the sides or front of the machine.   

 
 Sealed, deep draw lead acid batteries >>>> 24 volt, 70 amp hour rated for extended operating life between charges.  
 
 Battery capacity indicator >>>>  Convenient LED indicator displays battery capacity at a glance 

 
 Hour meter >>>>    Records only the hours it is traversing – big benefit for planning maintenance 

 
 Battery charger hard wired >>>>  When re-charging is necessary just plug it into any 115V outlet.  

 
 Fused electricals >>>>   Added level of protection for the drive motor and hydraulic power unit; both  

have separate fused circuits. 
 

 Low pressure hydraulic system >>>> Reduces the possibility of system leakage and promotes long seal life 
 
 Pressure compensated down speed >>>> Controlled descent under all load conditions - loaded or empty 

 
 
 
 

 
 

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR USE BY SOUTHWORTH REPRESENTATIVES ONLY 

See Tech Sheet CS-18 for additional information on pallets and skids 

Forkover design handles ONLY open bottom pallets and skids  


